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This year’s research focused on
a class of year 1 and 2 children,
rather than reception or nursery
groups. There were frequent
questions about how the approach
would work with older groups and
their greater curriculum demands,
and the head teacher at Wellow was
keen to experiment.
We encountered children who had
already developed clear patterns
of behaviour that followed their
curriculum and timetable. This
made it difficult for us to see and
notice the children’s curiosities,
their own particular interests or their
schema. We decided to work with
‘Golden Time’ – a time when the
children are permitted to choose
their activities. The educator was
interested in how much freedom it
is possible to give children in this
context.

The provocations allowed safe exploration of
conflict and of being scared.
‘What does it feel like?’ (in a darkened room...
playing tug-o-war...) There were extensive
discussions amongst the group around safety
and fairness, rules, power and feeling scared.
‘Do you want to feel scared?’
‘Yes!’
We developed a reflective methodology whereby
the children drew and wrote about their individual
feelings, documenting their experiences at the
conclusion of each session. Over the weeks,
the children demonstrated increased emotional
literacy through the language they used to
express themselves, the extended negotiation
with peers and through their drawings.

The children mostly used ‘Golden Time’ in a
predictable and gender-stereotyped manner –
boys consistently opted for computer games; girls
gravitated to the dressing up and ‘Home’ corner,
suggesting a set of social imperatives shaped
their activities as much as school timetables.
We noticed some individuals moved across
gender groups – apparently less constrained by
normative models. We offered an environment of
autonomy that was not adult-led and provocations
(starting with an altered room to explore). Some
children, uncomfortable with the teacher stepping
back, asked her to regain control. Others, more
comfortable with the changed dynamic, saw it
as an opportunity to claim positions of control
themselves.

Across the wider group children rapidly fell into
predominantly girl/boy camps and revealed a
preoccupation with emotionally heated group
relationships – issues of dominance, power
and conflict were particularly evident.
The children demonstrated strong negotiation
skills, proposing imaginative, sophisticated
strategies and expressing a passionate
commitment to justice and fairness. However,
they repeatedly gravitated towards conflict.
We were cautious and tried to be sensitive in
considering conflict as an inquiry topic.
Eventually we were ready to approach the
theme, and offered the children provocations
such as darkness, tug-o-war, blindfolds and
sound.

Some children modelled particular ways of
being – defying social norms proposed to
them by children or adults. One child acted
autonomously, apparently unaffected by peers
or teachers, suggesting she was comfortable
with a lot of freedom. We saw this behaviour
as giving creative permission (to herself and
others) and wondered if it would be seen as
disobedience further up the school. This was
powerful, and different to the behaviour of
those children who showed themselves to be
leaders, whose power was more concerned
with rules and norms to be followed. We
continued to notice and be interested in
individuals who weren’t bound by gendered
group allegiances.

In school, conflict is (necessarily) discussed
in the terms of avoidance, negotiation and
resolution. It seemed these children wanted
to explore the actual experiences of conflict
and being scared. How can we set up safe
situations (with enough safety, discussion and
shared decision-making) in which children can
freely explore fear and conflict?
We continued to ask questions about freedom:
How much freedom can we (educators and
artists) give the children?
How much freedom can the children accept?
How much freedom do the children give each
other?

